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Who are we?
ORION was founded in April
1974, by a group of scientists at
the United States Department
of Energy facilities in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. Our original
goal was to perform correlated,
instrumented observations of
atmospheric and astrophysical
phenomena. Since then, we
have expanded in many
directions, including optical and
radio astronomy and instrument
design. Have a look at
https://orioninc.org
and
https://orionastronomy.wordpre
ss.com/meetings/upcomingmeetings/
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Schedule update – Roane State
Campus is closed on Jan. 17 because
of snow. We’ll probably meet next
week. We’ll send an update on the
venue and schedule.

Future Events
ORION Meeting

TAO Public Stargazes

TAO Notes

Wednesday, January 17
To be Announced

Saturday, January 20, 2018
Saturday, February 3, 2018
Roane State Community College
Tamke-Allan Observatory (TAO)
7:30 pm to 12:00 am
8:00 pm program
Look at
http://www.roanestate.edu/obs/

ORION people are invited to arrive
early (if announced on email) to
prepare for evening viewing. Bring
a telescope, red flashlight and
munchies.
First time visitors – drive out before
dark. Map available at
www.roanestate.edu/obs.visit.htm

Goff Health Sciences &
Technology Bldg., Room 104
Roane State Community College
Oak Ridge
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January 2018 Meeting
Wednesday, January 17, (To be announced)7 PM, Goff Health Sciences and
Technology Building, Room 104, Roane State Community College, Oak Ridge
Presentation: Astronomy at the University of Tennessee
Speaker
Dave McCallister
Dave McCallister is a graduate student at the University
of Tennessee Knoxville, pursuing a Master's degree in
Astrophysics. He has over a decade of experience in
education and public outreach, in both formal
classroom roles and informal settings like planetariums
and star parties. He has been interested in science
since he was seven, when his grandfather pointed his
telescope toward a crescent Venus in the dark West
Virginia skies. He taught high school physics in
northern Kentucky for several years before moving to
Knoxville with his wife Sarah. He has a B.A. in Physics
from Northern Kentucky University and a Master of Arts
in Teaching from Thomas More College. Dave is an Astronomy Ambassador designated by the
American Astronomical Society, and has been awarded the Wayne Kincaid Award and the Robert W.
Lide Citation by the UT Physics and Astronomy Department for service to the astronomy laboratory
and outreach programs. When not huddled up with a telescope under a dark sky, he enjoys baseball,
visiting his nieces and nephews, and travelling with his understanding and lovely wife.

Abstract
The University of Tennessee Department of Physics and Astronomy does not have a pure astronomy
major, nor any full professors researching observational astronomy. Despite this, the topic is popular
among undergraduates, with the introductory survey lectures at capacity once again this semester
and the recent creation of a student-run astronomy club. We will discuss the department's course
offerings as well as the academic requirements for the astronomy concentration in the physics major.
We will also examine the various astrophysics-related research groups (including my own research
on Young Solar Analogs), the astronomy facilities and equipment used, as well as the education and
public outreach activities of the department.
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December 2017 Meeting and Party
ORION celebrated the Christmas season with a potluck get-together at the Grove Center. We ORIONites
gathered together to feast on barbecue, chili and a host of delicious side dishes and desserts. No one went
away hungry! Here are some photos from Roger Lane (Thanks for sharing):
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President’s Perspective
Multi-Spectral Astronomy

David Fields

Multispectral Perspective from TAO
Here are Drew and Dave with one of the TAO telescopes. This one (our Meade LX-200) captures light, and
we can either enjoy the photons directly, or capture an image.
.

By comparison, here is a
photo of one of my
astronomy classes with
two TAO telescopes, a
large radio telescope for
20 MHz, and a small one
(in the center) that is a
loop that works at from 5100 kHz. We can also
use a computer to capture
or build a radio image.

Two things to consider is that all three of these telescopes capture electromagnetic radiation, which we call
light. Only when we look at a number of types of light from astronomical sources do we start to understand the
physics of astronomical sources.
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Multispectral Perspective from Green Bank, WV
On January 9-10, I attended and worked at the American Astronomical Society meeting just outside
Washington DC where I was showing people some things about radio astronomy. One of the interesting
exhibits had an image built from radio waves (radio photons) similar to the one shown below.

This awesome photo shows the blue ORION nebula (M-42) in the optical spectrum plus a false-color radio
image with the receiver tuned to ammonia (NH3) molecules. The data came from the Green Bank Radio
Telescope, which is not now well-supported by our government. The ammonia-rich areas in the image are
mass inflow regions that will be future stellar nurseries, and the structure may arise from dark matter that
passed through this region maybe 30 million years ago. That’s one explanation for the Gould belt.
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Multispectral Perspective at AAS (Selective imaging)
Here’s a photo I took at the AAS conference, showing how the data discussed above was being used:

This image uses some of the same data shown above, with M-42 at the bottom, the associated nebulosity at
the top, and the ammonia in the center.
It was used at AAS to show the advantages of multispectral photography. Visitors to the display could
examine the image with blue glasses to get the optical perspective (the radio image disappeared). Then
visitors could use red glasses (the optical telescope image disappeared, but the radio image remained).
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Multispectral Perspective at AAS (true Love or a cold heart?)
Last week at the conference, I was approached by a beautiful lady. She didn’t move around much, but she
reached out to me. Still, she wouldn’t look at me – she just watched the camera. Something was wrong.
Here’s a photo of us (left).

I took a photo with an infrared camera (right). This shows that although she was cute, she was actually just an
image advertising an expensive optical system.
Multispectral imaging has its uses. Sometimes the results reveal wonderful physics of our natural
environment, but other times, the truth can be disappointing.
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Outreach and Education: TAO Events
TAO events of January Past, Present, Future

David Fields

(Preparing for John Dobson Anniversary Stargaze on Jan. 20)
Jan. 14 of this week was the 14th anniversary of John Dobson’s visit to TAO.
Jan. 14 is also the anniversary of John Dobson’s death -- to the day 10 years after his Oak Ridge visit. It is also
anniversary of the birth of Martin King. Each was a great man -- each opened people’s minds to different
perspectives and enriched their lives.
This is a schedule I prepared for John’s visit:

The big astronomy event of January for the Knoxville area will be a visit by the nation's
best-known amateur astronomer. John Dobson, inventor of the Dobsonian telescope;
founder of Sidewalk Astronomers; and cosmologist will visit us over the Jan. 13-19
period. One of the highlights of his visit will be his presentation on Jan. 14, 1900h (7:00
PM) at the Oak Ridge Campus of Roane State Community College. His topic will be
"Linking Sidewalk Astronomy and Steady-State Cosmology." Other highlights:
Sidewalk Astronomy in Oak Ridge on Jan. 15. John will visit us at TAO on Jan. 17
for a Public Stargaze.
ORION (Oak Ridge Isochronous Observatory Network), SMAS (Smokey Mountain
Astronomical Society), and Roane State Community College are sponsoring John's visit.
Here's a summary of planned events:
WEDNESDAY, Jan 14, 7:00 pm, Oak Ridge Campus, Roane State CC. Public
Lecture: "Linking Sidewalk Astronomy and Steady-State Cosmology"
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THURSDAY, Jan 15, 7:00 pm, Bring your telescopes for Sidewalk Astronomy to
the Oak Ridge Campus, Roane State Community College, RAIN or SHINE!
FRIDAY, Jan 16, 7:45 pm, Main Campus, Pellissippi State Tech CC.
This presentation is devoted strictly to John's cosmology.
SATURDAY, Jan 17, 6:00 pm, Tamke-Allan Observatory.
John will lead a Public Stargaze.
SUNDAY, Jan 18, 3:00 pm, Main Campus, Pellissippi State Tech CC.
John will discuss general astronomy and cosmology.

John’s visit was a great pleasure to us. He enjoyed it also. Here’s a favorite photo of
mine, taken when John stayed with me and played the piano:
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John’s visit to TAO was memorable. Here are some highlights:

John Dobson's lectures at TAO for our Saturday stargaze inspired us.
In the background are physics students from Hiwassee College that came with
Bob Williams to hear John.
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John patiently explained the mirror
grinding and polishing process to all of
us. This was the Man from whom to
learn, having ground more mirrors
than everyone else present, counted
together!

"Eat well, sleep well, and work like hell…"

TAO astronomer John Mannone
prepared a delightful poem to
welcome John Dobson.

"A Tribute to John Dobson in a
Mosaic of Prose and Poetry with
Free Rhyme"
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During the meeting, we decided to build a telescope mirror – the first to be
ground at TAO! Dobsonial telescopes shown here were brought to TAO by
astronomers Sherril Greene of Knoxville and by Julie Livingood of Louisville,
Ky, who also brought an astrophoto of the Hourglass Nebula.

"The Dumbbell Nebula was named for a famous astronomer."
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John talked with TAO
astronomer Katie Sloop of
Oak Ridge. Katie is doing a
project on solar signals using
the TAO 20 MHz Jove radio
system that monitors signals
from the sun and Jupiter.
In the background is D.R.
Fudge's "little" red Dob,
which he calls the Dragon.
This was the biggest Dob in
evidence this evening, and it
is almost always the largest
aperture scope at TAO.

This was an opportunity to learn
mirror-making from the
MASTER.
We resolved to follow John's
instructions. If things worked
out, then we would have
something wonderful to recall
his very enjoyable visit.
If things didn't work out, then
we'd have learned from the
attempt.
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John discussed the process
with TAO astronomer
Wayne Schrader, who has
ground several mirrors.
Wayne is a student in the
Roane State Astronomy
Class, and brought grit for
grinding the mirror.

"I've never had a course in astronomy, but when it comes to making telescopes from junk, I
think I can hold my own!" John Dobson, Oak Ridge, TN. January 2004

Some people said that
John was overly critical of
our efforts, but this just
caused us to work harder.
We decided to share the
effort and the fun.
Gerald Calia began the
grinding process with John
offering corrective advice.

"… Cattle feces."
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Roy Morrow

David Fields

Owen Hoffman

We were grinding for our first time. Mistakes were made and John noticed!

Gerald told TAO
astronomer D.R.
Fudge to keep his
fingers out of the
way of the tool. DR
learned quickly.
Others prepared for
measuring the
mirror curvature in
the classroom.
Life is good.
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Katie Sloop and Mary
Watson took the next
turns.
John seemed less
critical now.
Perhaps when a lady is
working, a man
assumes that food may
be involved. Or maybe
he just enjoys watching.

Bill Howe, R.D. Newman, and John Erenhart took turns. John was happy, and stayed
inside the warm building with the ladies and visitors. We all had big smiles and as
Lewis and Clark would have written, "we proceeded on…."
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John returned to find
that in his absence,
Gerald had taken
charge again.

Things looked better
later after doing
additional work on the
outside edge of the
mirror.

TAO Astronomy student
Ray Brown had brought
Pitch! John decided to
crack off a piece (of the
pitch) and prepare for
the pitch-lap process.
We only had fine (slow)
grit, so things got
irascible before we
melted the pitch
Actually, John melted
the pitch.
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Checking the fumes

Pouring the pitch

Anxious moments

Polishing was continuing. We
had only a slow grit (fine and of
low hardness) but some
progress was made.
Finally, John seemed more
satisfied. What an evening!
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Lonnie Puterbaugh sent an
astrophotograph and a
letter of thanks to be read
to John. The letter
explained how Lonnie
made this lunar photo
using his 16" Dob
telescope. The resolution
is below 0.5 miles.
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January TAO News
TAO on January 20 – Come to John Dobson Anniversary Stargaze
John Dobson’s visit to the Knoxville area in 2004 was a great thing for us. His evening spent with us at TAO
turned out to be the highlight of his visit, and we still remember him fondly.
We’ll have a John Dobson Anniversary Stargaze at TAO on January 20! Hope to see everyone there.

TAO on January 6
A cold evening for us, but Owen setup his telescope (with signature by John Dobson!) outside. Owen
experimented with his new iPhone software, and he captured a nice sky shot:

Later. we worked on alignment challenges with Seth’s new Meade telescope in the warm classroom. We also
finished off the fresh bread, cookies, chicken and other goodies. Here is part of our cold classroom group, with
one person (me) behind the camera and another couple of people (DR and Jim) still outside. That’s Seth in
the center shivering, between blue-suited Yuko and Seth’s red-jacketed father. Man in front is Larry. Men in
yellow are Yuri and John. Men in black are Owen and Rob.
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Classroom discussions included the Quadrantid meteors, scope alignment, planetary orbits (the analemma,
solstices, and equinoxes), and the nature of time in moving reference frames (special relativity).
It was a great astronomy evening!
Here’s a 2015 Christmas TAO shot that some of you missed: Guess who snapped the photo…
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Parting Shots
A few astro folks got
together Jan. 14 to toast
Djerdj (George) Srdanov
who finalized his USA
citizenship on Friday.
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More About ORION

Board:

ORION is an amateur science and astronomy club
centered in Oak Ridge, TN that was founded in April
1974 by a group of scientists at the United States
Department of Energy facility in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee. We serve Oak Ridge, Knoxville, and the
counties of Anderson, Knox, and Roane.

Bob Edwards
David Fields
Linda Fippin

ORION’s mission is to support science research,
teaching, and amateur astronomy in East Tennessee,
and therefore we are closely associated with and
support TAO by volunteering to host their public
events, share our knowledge of the skies with a variety
of telescopes, and help provide intellectually
stimulating programs at the observatory. ORION works
to share the wonders of the cosmos and the culture of
science to people from all walks of life.
Members are scientists, engineers, technicians, and
others with varied talents and expertise. Over half
have telescopes, many are amateur radio operators,
and some have a technical interest in
astrophotography.

Noah Frere
Jennifer Hartwig
Roger Lane
John Mannone
Roy Morrow
Bob Williams

Officers:
President: David Fields

ORION has working relationships with several
organizations, including museums and amateur
astronomy groups.

Vice President (Program Chair):
Jennifer Hartwig
Secretaries: Linda Fippin, Bob
Edwards

Membership is open to individuals who will actively
contribute their time and ideas. Our annual
membership dues are $20.00 and student discounts
are available.

Treasurer: Noah Frere
Editors: Roy Morrow, Linda Fippin,
David Fields
Publicist: Jennifer Hartwig
AV Coordinator: Bob Williams
Videographers: John Preston and
Rob Fowler
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